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ST ANDREW'S FAIR    32J3 
Roy Goldring   5 Scottish Country Dances 
  1-4 1s cross by the right and cast 2 places; 
  5-8  1s cross by the left and cast up to 2nd place on 

own sides; 
  9-12 2s 1s 3s turn partner by the right halfway, retain 

hands and set; 
13-16 all chase clockwise halfway to own sides; 
17-24 3s1s2s 6 hands round and back; 
25-28 3s 1s 2s turn partner halfway by the left, retain 

hands and set; 
29-32 all chase anticlockwise halfway to finish 2s1s3s 

on own sides.  
 
THE AULD GREY CAT     32R3  
Iain Boyd Let's All Dance 
1- 8  1s cross RH and cast 1 place (2s step up), 1s 

cross LH and cast up to original places (2s step 
down) 

9-16  1s dance reflection reels of 3 on sides (in and 
down to start) 

17-24  1s lead down the middle and back to place 
25-32  1s+2s dance Allemande 
 
BALQUIDDER STRATHSPEY    32S3 
David Rutherford RSCDS Book 24 
1- 8  1s cross down and dance reflection reels of 3 on 

opposite sides 
9-16  1s cross down to dance reflection reels of 3 on 

own sides 
17-24  1s dance down 1 place and set to each other, 

dance up and cast to face 1st corners 
25-32  1s turn 1st corners RH and partner LH, 2nd 

corner RH and partners LH S 32 
 
CUTTY SARK      32J3 
SCDS Book 40 
1- 8  1s cast down own sides and cast back to 2nd 

place 
9-16  2s+1s dance RH across and LH back 
17-24  1s turn RH to face 1st corners, turn 1st corner 

LH, turn 2nd corner RH and cross LH to 2nd 
places own sides 

25-32  2s+1s+3s Adv&Ret and turn RH 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
WEST'S HORNPIPE   32H4 4C 
Anon   5 Traditional Scottish Country Dances 1965 
  1-8  1s cross down into mirror reels of 3 with 2s3s 

on opposite sides; 
  9-16  1s cross down into mirror reels of 3 with 2s3s 

on own sides; 
17-20  1s lead down; 
21-24  1s lead up finishing facing down with 2s facing 

up; 
25-26  1s take nearer hands and set to 2s (no hands); 
27-28  retaining nearer hands, 1s lead down quickly to 

the bottom, finishing facing up; 
29-32  4s1s four hands round to the left. 
 
SEANN TRUIBHAS WILLICHAN    32S2 
Thomas Wilson (18C) RSCDS Book 27 
1- 8  1s cast and dance down behind own lines, turn 

outwards and dance back to top 
9-16  1L+2M set and change places RH while 1M+2L 

change places and set and repeat 
17-24  1s lead down for 2 steps, turn RH, lead up to 

top and cast to 2nd place 
25-32  2s+1s set and turn partner 2H opening out to 

circle 4H round to left 
 
ESPIE MCNABB     32J3 
MMM 1 
1- 8  1s+2s+3s set, cross RH, set and cross back RH 
9-16  1s lead down the middle and back to place 
17-24  1s set, cast 1 place and turn RH (long turn) 
25-32  2s+1s+3s circle 6H round and back 
 
MAIRI'S WEDDING    40R3 
James B. Cosh   22 Scottish Country Dances (and 2 

more) 
  1-4 1s turn by the right and cast; 
  5-8 1s turn by the left to face 1st corners; 
  9-12 1s half diagonal reel of 4 with first corners; 
13-16 1s half diagonal reel of 4 with second corners; 
17-20 1s half diagonal reel of 4 with first corners (in 

partner's corner's position); 
21-24 1s half diagonal reel of 4 with second corners 

(in partner's corner's position); 
25-32 2s1L 1M3s reels of 3 across, 1s giving left 

shoulder to first corners to start; 
33-40 2s1s3s 6 hands round and back. 
 
 
 



MACDONALD OF THE ISLES   32S3 
Derek Haynes   Carnforth Collection 2 
 
  1-8 1M2s3L diagonal reel of 4, 2s finishing by 

passing left shoulder to face 2nd corners; 
  9-16 1L2s3M diagonal reel of 4, all finishing in places; 
17-24 snowball chain (1s start), finishing 3M2L1M on 

Mn's side, 3L2M1L on Ls' side; 
25-28 3s2s half rights and lefts; 
29-32 3M (up), 3L (down) half figures of 8, finishing 

2s3s1s. 
 
THE MONTGOMERIES' RANT   32R3 
Castle Menzies Mss   RSCDS Book 10 
  1-4 1s cross by the right and cast; 
  5-8 1s cross by the left and cast (1L up, 1M down); 
  9-16  1L2s 1M3s reels of 3 across, 1s finish facing 2L; 
17-18  1s set to 2L and turn about to face 3M; 
19-20  1s set to 3M and turn ¼ anticlockwise (1M 

dancing backwards) to face 3L; 
21-22  1s set to 3L and turn about to face 2M; 
23-24  1s set to 2M, finishing 1M facing up, 1L down; 
25-30  1L2M3M, 1M2L3L reels of 3 on opposite sides 

(right shoulder to second corners to start); 
31-32  1s cross to 2nd place (by the left is preferable). 


